Abstract The objective of this study are to apply the OHAM to find approximate solutions of singular two-point boundary value problems comparisons with exact solutions and other method like spline method were made. The results of equations studied using OHAM solutions were significantly reliable.
Introduction
Boundary value problems (BVPs) ply a significant role in various of mathematical modeling, such as, physical methods, most phenomena occurring nonlinear and described by nonlinear equations, so solving the nonlinear equation has been a main focus. The optimal homotopy asymptotic methods (OHAM) one of the modeling used to solve linear and nonlinear differential equation. Was presented firstly by Marinca et al. [8] [9] [10] aiming at solving nonlinear problems without depending on a small parameter. generalization and reliability of this method were proved and solutions of currently important applications in science and engineering were obtained by several authors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It can be noted that the HAM and HPM are special cases affiliated to OHAM. An of advantages of OHAM is that it does not require the identification of the curve and it is also parameter free.
In OHAM, the control and adjust of the convergence region are provided in a convenient way. Moreover, the OHAM has been built on convergence criteria similar to HAM but it differs from it in that its level of flexibility is greater than that of HAM [6] . This method is successfully applied by Marinca et al. [9, 10] to problems in mechanics, and has also shown its effectiveness and accuracy
In this work, OHAM is applied successfully for finding approximate analytic solution of linear (BVPs), in section 2, we describe the basic idea of OHAM, in section 3, two examples are presented to illustrate the sufficiency of method, and the conclusion of this study is presented in the last section.
Analysis of Method
Consider the following differential equation (1) Where is the linear operator, nonlinear operator, is an unknown function, denotes an independent variable, is a known function and is a boundary operator.
By means of OHAM one first constructs a family of equations (2) where is an embedding parameter, is a nonzero auxiliary function for and is an unknown function.
Obviously, when and it holds that and respectively. Thus, as varies from to , the solution approaches form to where is obtained from Eq. (3.1.2) for .
, ( .
Next, we choose the auxiliary function in the form (4) where , , , ... are the convergent control parameters which can be determined later.
To get an approximate solution, we expand in Taylor's series about q in the following manner,
Substituting (5) into (2) and equating the coefficient of like powers of , we obtain the following linear equation.
Zeroth order problem is given by Eq. (3) and the first order problem is given by Eq. (6)
and the second order problem is given as the follow:
The general governing for are given by:
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Where , and is the coefficient of in the expansion of about the embedding parameter q.
It has been observed that the convergence of the series (5) depends upon the auxiliary convergent control parameters , …… If it is convergent at , one has (10) The result of the th-order approximation is 
Substituting (11) into (1) 
If , then will be the exact solution. Generally, it does not happen, especially in nonlinear are problems.
In order to find the optimal values of we first construct the functional.
and the minimizing it, we have
Where and are in the domain of the problem. With these constants knows, the approximate solution (of order) is well determined.
Application
Example1: consider the Bessel's equation of order zero taken from Kanth, Ravi and Reddy (2005).
The exact solution of this problem in the case is given by 
On the domain between and , the residual is
The less square method can be applied as 
The exact solution of this problem in the case is given by
To use the basic ideas of OHAM formulated according to eq. (1) 
From eq. (7), the second-order problem is Example 2 is regulated in Table 2 and Fig.1 which show high accuracy of OHAM, that proves and demonstrate the capability and reliability of the OHAM.
Conclusion
OHAM has been applied successfully to obtain approximate analytical solution of singular boundary value problem and higher order boundary value problem. The practicality and effectively of OHAM have been illustrated through two examples. This shows that the method is efficient and reliable from singular two points boundary value problems and higher-order boundary value problem.
